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()ctober 24 every year, is United Nations Day. It
marks the date in 1945 when the five great powers
of World War II (the United States, the Soviet

Union, China, Britain and France) and a majority of the
countries that attended the 1945 San Francisco Conference
that approved the Charter of the United Nations, officially
ratified it. The Charter was to come into force, and the
United Nations would therefore begin its official existence,
when a majority of the fifty countries that attended the San
Francisco Conference ratified the Charter, provided that the
"Big Five" also approved. This majority was reached on
October 24. Today the membership of the United Nations
stands at 185, ranging from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe. Only
Switzerland, the Vatican and Taiwan remain outside the
UN.

The UN began in 1945, making this year, 1995, its fiftieth
anniversary. Thus, United Nations Day 1995 is something
special. The Council of Ministers of Education Canada has
sanctioned its celebration and it is to be hoped that teachers
across the province make something of it.

The media these days tend to dwell on the problems and
weaknesses of the United Nations. fts financial difficulties,
its embarrassments in Somalia and Bosnia, its apparent
inability to save the world from poverty and war, feature
regularly in the litany of complaint. In one sense the criti-
cisms are accurate enough. The UN is close to being broke.
It did fail in Somalia and is struggling against the odds in
Bosnia. War and poverty are still the fate of too many of the
world's people. In another sense, however, the criticisms
are misleading. They accentuate the negative and ignore the
positi ve.

News, after all, with the exception perhaps of sports,
tends to be bad news. When things go smoothly, , and nothing
unexpected happens, there is no "news", except of the "No-
one was killed today" variety. Hence, of course, the saying:
"no news is good news."

The UN has more than its share of good news, but most
of it, since it s uneventful, goes unreported. In our version
of news, there is nothing particularly newsworthy in the fact
that a remote village now has a well and clean water, or that
a school has a trained teacher for the first time, or that a tree
belt has been planted to prevent soil erosion, or that no one

2

was killed on some contested border. As we define news,
these are non-events, unworthy to take space that can
otherwise be devoted to celebrity trials, to exposure (in
more senses than one) stories, to scandal and tragedy.
Nonetheless, they happen every day all around the world,
largely due to the United Nations and the people who work
for it.

In this context it is worth reminding ourselves how
slender the resources of the UN are. Its full time administra-
tive staff in New York and other major centres runs just over
9,000 people less than the public service of Winnipeg. Its
annual budget is no more than that of the police and fire
service of New York City. Its peacekeeping budget is about
one-seventieth of the Pentagon's annual bill. Despite all the
talk of utravagance and waste, the UN runs on less than a
shoes cring.

Despite this, the United Nations daily performs small
miracles around the world.

Our children, however, do not realize any of this. In
Canada we are fortunate enough not to need the direct
services of the UN. For the most part, our water is safe,
education is available, human rights are respected, our lives
are peaceful. As a result, we don't see blue-helmets patrol-
ling our streets, or UN emergency teams erecting refugee
shelters and food distribution centres. Other countries are
not so lucky. They need the UN's services desperately.

In a different way, however, we do need the UN, despite
our good fortune. Sooner or later, the glaring inequality that
exists between rich and poor countries will surely spill over
into global confrontation in ways that will affect the rich
countries as only the poor have been affected up till now.
Global peace and security, as the founders of the UN
realized in 1945, are intimately connected with questions of
social justice, development and equity.

More fundamentally, we are all members of the same
human race sharing the same planet. We do have a common
future, and a common present for that matter. The sooner we
think of the world as one unit, the better off we will be. It is
now more than obvious that many of the problems the world
faces, and that we face ourselves, cannot be solved by any
one government acting alone. The accident of time made it
possible for us to deforest much of Canada without having
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Those who point to the UN's weaknesses and failings
always overlook one thing: for all intents and purposes the
UN has no independent power. It has no independent
existence outside of the countries that belong to it. It is not
a world government. It is an association of national govern-
ments, who overwhelmingly act not for the good of the
United Nations, but for the advancement of their own
national interests. Back in the 1920's internationalists such
as H.G.Wells and John Dewey condemned the League of
Nations because it was not a league of peoples but only a
league of governments, and thus part of the very problem it
was supposed to solve. Much the same is true of the UN. It
can do only what its member states allow or authorize it to
do. It cannot even compel them to pay their membership
dues if they choose not to, OS many of them do. The UN is
in the position of a government whose taxpayers can choose
whether or not they want to pay taxes. In the circumstances,
the wonder is not that the UN has had its failures, but that it
achieved what it has. Who knows what the last fifty years
might have been like for many of the world' s people if there
had been no UN. It' s conceivable that by now we might have
destroyed ourselves and the world that supports us, for
though the UN played no direct role in the world's most
threatening crises, it did have some impact on the general
conduct and tone of international relations.

The UN is as strong only as member governments allow
it to be. Since these governments are influenced, to a greater
or lesser degree, by their domestic public opinion, the UN
therefore depends, at least in part, on the interest and support
of world opinion, which is where teachers come in.

One of our key goals as history, geography and social
studies teachers is, to use the words of the Winnipeg School
Board in the 1890's, to lay the foundations for intelligent
participation in public affairs. As the Minister of Education
put it in 1916, when introducing the compulsory school
attendance law, boys and girls are "citizens of the future"
and must be "qualified to discharge the duties of citizen-
ship".

These days, citizenship has a global dimension. Terms
such as "global village" and "spaceship earth" have become
clicha, but like most cliches, they are rooted in reality. We
are, whether we like it Of not, citizens of ths world. The very
word "globalization" has become part of our everyday
language. The reality it represents is affecting our jobs, our

ways to make the UN more effective and influential than it
is now able to be.

This is what makes this fiftieth anniversary of the UN
especially important No matter what courses we teach, or
what grades, we ought to take time this October to introduce
our students to the UN and its work. This should be more
than a one-shot occasion, however. We need to use October
24 not only to celebrate the anniversary of the UN, but also
to provide a foundation for a continuing commitment to
teach about the UN throughout the year and throughout the
years to come. The UN should become part of our regular
teaching, not just something that is trotted out on selected
special occasions.

What then can be done? Some obvious possibilities,
ranging from the less to the more ambitious, include:

Using a class period (or periods) to teach about the UN,
using lectures, readings, discussions, or whatever is most
useful.
Bringing in a guest speaker to talk to students: perhaps a
peacekeeper (contact the armed forces or the RCMP): an
aid worker; a university expert; a UN Association speaker,
etc.
Assigning students projects on aspects of the UN's work.
Organizing a whole unit of study on the UN (see pages
10-16 of this journal)
Organizing a debate on one or more topics (e.g. The UN
has been more of a success than a failure or The UN
should become a true world government or The
world does not need the UN, etc.)
Designing a simulation game (say on the model of
CAUCUS) on a UN theme.
Organizing an essay (or poem, song, artwork, etc.) con-
test on a UN topic.
Producing a school mural illustrating the UN.
Getting students to produce a UN newspaper.
Organizing a model UN Assembly in class.
Letter writing to Canadian personnel serving with the
UN.
Involving more than one class in one of the activities
listed above.
Maintaining an ongoing UN activity in the classroom;
e.g. press clippings, bulletin board displays, UN discus-
sion periods, etc.
Organizing a UN celebration for the whole school for a
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day ma half-day, involving music, speakers, films, panel
discussions, etc.
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These are only some of the possibilities. There is no lack
of ideas for things to do. Whatever is done, however, the key
thing is to form a commitment to teach students about the
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This UN mural was designed by students at Lord Wolseley School in River East
School Division. Photo courtesy of Ms Karen Botting.
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t can probably never be said that we know enough about
the mysteries of creation. But we know enough today

t how to sustain the delicate balances that make the
continuation of life on Earth possible. And, even more
pointedly, we know enough about what jeopardizes the
future and about what will lead to certain peril. Our thinking
must transcend the North-South rift in humanity, for the
threats to human security are no longer just personal or
national; they are now global.

The next generation will need more knowledge and
understanding of the world than their elders now possess or,
certainly, did possess. Such an understanding involves
much more than developing a few specialists. There must be
millions of contacts among individuals that will help' to
create an awareness that other people have shared interests.

Educators in both the South and the North have begun to
recognize the need for a more global perspective in educa-
tion. But just as the scale of global problems sometimes
seems to be outdistancing the solutions being applied, one
cannot be sure that education is yet producing enough
people in every society with the knowledge and motivation
to protect the whole.

"Development education", an increasingly popular term,
expresses the need for the economic and social development
of peoples, particularly in the South, although the term
"global education" better expresses the holistic nature of the
comprehension required, which goes beyond the concept of
development to include the problems of militarism and
environmental destruction, all of which affect sustainable
development. In the North, the source of the power systems
that so imbalance the world, the old linear approach of "us"
and "them" must give way to a new multidimensional
approach of "commonality". This expresses in human terms
the physical interdependencies now so apparent.

Inevitably, from whatever education avenue one ap-
proaches the problems of peace and security, the central,
indivisible zone of humanity itself is reached. Common
security turns out to be a profoundly ethical subject. It has
to do with how we are going to treat one another on a planet
that faces total destruction. The road map to survival is now
clear: political, ideological, and economic domination of

Douglas Roche is a former Canadian Ambassador for
Disarmament and a former Member of Parliament.
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one group by another must give way to a new range of
cultural and societal values to protect the common good of
people who stand on "common ground".

Common security is not intended to homogenize the
peoples of the world. The goal is to make the world safe for
its differemts in values, histories, cultures, religions, and
econc_slic and political institutions.

One would certainly hesitate to say that the two streams
- humane values and political realities have fully

..onverged, but it is clear that the ethical implications of
nuclear deterrence, intervention in other states, interna-
tional distributive justice, and human rights have entered
public discussion.

After spelling out a strategy to mobilize the world for
environmental security and clean technology, The First
Global Revolution, the latest in the planetary reports of the
Club of Itme, says the elimination of poverty throughout
the world demands an "ethical imperative."

The ethical approach has not thus far been a matter of
major concern, to say the lea#, for the decision-makers in
politics and business...More and more it will be necessary
to develop the recognizable ethical nonns that society
demands and with which industry can live, albeit
uncomfortably...An ethical conception of international re-
lations, which the world badly needs, cannot evolve unless
it is also the inspiration on the national level and finally on
the individual level as weal

For a long time, theologians and spiritual leaders have
said that we must love our neighbour. But in the set of
circumstances that we live in today, this is also a pragmatic
admonition. We must do these things if the world is to
survive nuclear annihilation, the rich-poor gap, environ-
mental degradation, and overpopulation.

To a spirit of idealism and human integrity is now added
a deep pragmatism. Together these two the spirit of an
integral humanism and a practical, pragmatic approach to
the world make a powerful force for change. This is the
first time that we have had the knowledge, the understanding,

the resources, the transportation, the communications, and
the advances in science that enable the world to experience

creative development.
The world is witnessing the formation, the advancement,

and the promotion of a new global ethic based on our
knowledge of history, on understanding the evolving unity
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of the planet, and on a vision of social justice and true human
security.

Thin ONO-prOlised approach to ethics has been brought

humankind and to panicipate actively in the society around
them. Most importantly, education for world citizenship
and global responsibility seeks to foster in students certain
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and SOCial balance sheets, but should form the natural
framework for Inman social action-2

The 1110fillpsinciple of conduct that is universally valid
and able to both individuals and nations is reciprocity.
As Confucius taught, "What you do not want done to
yourself, do not do to others." The rule of reciprocity is
defined by the followers of Christ as the Golden Rule. On the
eve of the 21st century, governments should take as a
starting point in the formulation of their policies the impact
of those policies on other states. As the nuclear deterrence
doctrine so pointedly illustrates, one nation's security can
be another's insecurity. Mountains of UN global strategies
can be categorized by the simple dictum: states should treat
others as they wish to be treated in return.

The principle of reciprocity is at the root of common
security, which must be seen no longer in the pejorative view
of idealism but as a new form of planetary management. The
old orthodox view of politics as a self-help enterprise must
give way to the new common recognition of humankind's
shared fate. The new global ethic is "enlightened realism.'

This same conclusion has been reached by the Union of
Concerned Scientists, which concluded its "Warning to
Humanity" with an appeal that scientists, businesses, and
religious leaders work together.

A new ethic is required a new attitude towards
discharging our responsibility for caring for ourselves and
for the earth. We must recognize the earth's limited capac-
ity to provide for us. We must recognize its fragility. We
must no longer allow it to be ravaged. This ethic must
motivate a great movement, convincing reluctant leaders
and reluctant governments and reluctant people them-
selves to effect the needed changes.3

Global education is a perspective, not a subject. Moreo-
ver, it is not the exclusive province of the academic world
but also the responsibility of non-governmental organiza-
tions able to use communications strategies to inform and
form the attitudes of growing millions of adults today.

Because global education is future-oriented, we must, of
course, expect it to underlie, shape, and harmonize the
teaching and learning processes in schools. Through those
processes. students develop the values, knowledge, skills,
and attitudes to participate in a world characterized by many
interdependencies. The global education approach enables
students to examine critically the major issues affecting

6
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Tolerance of uncertainty, conflict and change, ambiguity
and "no easy answers" situations;
Capacity for creativity, risk taking, thinking in images
and symbols, and making or appreciating paradigm shifts;
World awareness, holistic thinking, respect for life-
forms and their place in the web of life.
When global education addresses the ramifications of

sustainable development, the attitudinal change required in
the North becomes all the more apparent. For global educa-
tors are competing against not only a vast flow of informa-
tion that flows daily into schools and homes but also the
interests of some of the most powerful institutions in soci-
ety. Education for sustainable development presents stu-
dents and their parents with a concept that seems to
conflict with present economic interests. It is bound to
challenge certain government policies, corporate practices,
and consumer habits.

It also runs up against the scepticism and ennui of our
time. Yet there is no denying the value of common survival.
The unleashing of the energy in global education is reflected
in the "World Social Charter" suggested by the United
Nations Development Program:

We collectively pledge to build new foundations of
human security, which ensure the security ofpeople through
development, not arms; through cooperation, not confron-
tation; through peace, not war.

Today's students must be enabled to see that human
security is not impossible but very much within reach. They
must be given hope realistic hope that they can
participate in the construction of a living, dynamic global
system in which international law respects, and is in har-
mony with, the natural laws and systems of Earth.
1 Alexander King and Bertrand Schneider, The First Glo-

bal Revolution (New York: Pantheon Books, 1991), pp.
257-58.

2 Hans Kung, Global Responsibility: In Search of a New
World Ethic (New York: Crossroad, 1991), p.33. See
also "A Global Ethic", a statement of the 1993 Parlia-
ment of the World's Religions, August 28-September 5,
1993, Chicago.

3 Union of Concerned Scientists, "World Scientists' Warn-
ing to Humanity", October, 1992, p.4.

Reprinted with permission from Ploughshares Monitor,
September 1994.
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.s outline is simply an outline of content. It is in
effect a checklist of topics that should be considered
when planning a unit on the United Nations. It says

nothing about teaching sttategies, evaluation and the rest. It
is offered here for the benefit of anyone who wishes to teach
about the UN but is not sure of the relevant subject matter.
There is no space to describe this subject matter beyond the
providinb -,f "aeadings, but they can be followed up in the
references that follow the outline. In my experience, the
chief difficulty people face when contemplating teaching
about the UN is unfamiliarity with the subject. This outline
represents an attempt to overcome this problem. This is
obviously e fairly detailed outline. Equally obvious, teachers
should feel free to shorten it and to adapt it to their particular
circumstances.

I Origins and Background
A. The League of Nations 1919-1946

The concept of collective security
Basic organization of the League of Nations
Weaknesses of the League: USA not a member.

Refusal of national governments to surrender sover-
eignty. No power to enforce decisions. Japan, Italy &
Germany defy the League in the 1930's (Manchuria;
Ethiopia; Rhineland).

League powerless to prevent World War II.
B. World War II Decisions

The Moscow Declaration 1943
The Dumbarton Oaks Meetings 1944

C. The San Francisco Conference 1945
Drawing up the Charter
Ratification of the Charter, October 24, 1945

II Organization and Functioning
of the UN

A. The C +atter of the UN
Uoals of the UN
Role of the Charter (=the constitution of the UN)

B. The Security Council
Membership
Great power veto
Decision-making powers .

C. The General Assembly
Membership

Powers
D. The Secretary-General and the UN Secretariat

Power and role of Secretary-General
Permanent staff of the UN

E. The Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC)
Membership
Powers

F. The Trusteeship Council
Membership
Powers

G. The International Court of Justice
Powers
Limitations

H. Agencies of the UN
Note: in each case note the location of the organization;
the work it does; and any issues.

UN Educational, Scientific & Cultural Organization
(UNESCO)
UN International Children's Emergency Fund
(UNICEF)
International Labour Organization (ILO)
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
World Health Organization (WHO)
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
International Monetary Fund (IMF)
International Bank for Reconstruction & Develop-
ment (World Bank)
General Agreement on Tariffs & Trade (GATT)
World Trade Organization (WTO)
Universal Postal Union (UPO)
International Telecommunications Union (ITU)
International Maritime Organization (IMO)
World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
Others

ill The UN and International Peace
and Security

A. Provisions of the Charter
Peaceful settlement of disputes
Renunciation of war
UN powers against aggressors
UN and military forces

September 1995 iO
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B. Wars fought by the UN
Korea 1950-53
The Gulf War 1990

Economic sanctions against South Africa
Economic sanctions against Iraq 1990 to present
Air travel MOWN' against Libya

ce detainee*: at*
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Lebanon 1957
Congo 1960-64
West New Guinea (West Irian) 1962-3
Yemen 1963-4
Cyprus 1964 to present
India/Pakistan 1965-6
Dominican Republic 1965-6
UN Emergency Force Suez and Sinai 1973-9
Golan Heights 1974 to present
Lebanon 1978
Afghanistan/Pakistan 1988-90
Irannraq 1988-91
Namibia 1989-90
Angola 1989-91 & 1991 to present
Central America 1989-92
Iraq/Kuwait 1991 to present
El Salvador 1991
Cambodia 1992-3
Yugoslavia (Croatia, Bosnia, Macedonia) 1992 to
present
Somalia 1992-4
Mozambique 1992
Rwanda 1993 to present
Georgia 1993
Haiti 1993 to present
Liberia 1993 to present

C. Varieties of Peacekeeping Work
Maintaining cease-fire agreements
Patrolling borders
Observation and reporting
Conflict mediation
Protection of human life
Humanitarian aid
Election supervision

D. The Rules of Peacekeeping
Neutrality between opposing groups
No offensive military action: self-defence onl)
Restrictions on action
Strict observance of the terms of the peacekeeping
mandate
The difference between peacekeeping and peace-
making.

E. UN Sanctions
Trade sanctions against Rhodesia 1966

-110uttiarlicailit4 eleat'AgitinkfOr Pelee' piopos-
als 1992
Should peacekeeping be replaced by peace-making

IV DIsarmionsnt and Arms Control
A. UN attempts in I950's and 60's to control arms race
B. Arms Limitation Treaties

Antarctica a nuclear-free zone 1959
Partial Test Ban Treaty 1963
Banning of weapons in outer space 1967
Latin America a nuclear free zone (Treaty of
Tlatelolco)
Nuclear non-proliferation agreement 1968
Seabed Treaty 1972
Banning of bacteriological weapons 1975

V Economic and Social
Development

A. Economic & Social Goals of the UN
The UN Charter & social and economic goals
The Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC)
Work of other agencies: WHO; FAO; UNICEF; etc.

B. The Role of the IMF and the World Bank
IMF & World Bank Priorities
Nature of economic/social development 1945/1980' s

(infrastructure; mega-projects; capital intensive; etc.)
C. UN Role in Decolonization 1950's and 1960's
D. Issues of Trade and Development

UNCTAD: UN Conference on Trade & Development
1964
Search for New International Economic Order
Growing gap between developed and developing
worlds

E. The Brandt Commission Report (North-South) 1980
F. The Brundtland Report (Our Common Future) 1987
G. Recent UN Conferences

1992 Rio Conference on Environment and Develop-
ment
1994 Cairo Summit on Population
1995 Copenhagen Summit on Social Development

H. New Concepts of Development
The move away from mega-projects
The concept of human development
The philosophy of "small is beautiful"
The role of women
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I. Examples of UN Development Work
Refugees
Health (malaria, smallpox, vaccinations, clean water,

! ti L2E V1.:11TIL. ...11.121.,.

ntt

etc4

IX Conclusions and Questions
A. How effective is the UN?

. wAorawthifithigitikad .

-sirsomfrown-0wtil1ninlatitedterthetThiT

r Mit"

Famine and other disaster relief.
Etc.

VI Human Righls
A. The Charter and Human Rights
B. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948
C. UN Human Rights Conventions

1969 Convention on Elimination of Racial Discrimi-
nation
1976 Covenant on Civil & Political Rights
l 976 Covenant on Economic, Social &Cultural Rights
1981 Convention on Elimination of Discrimination
against Women
1990 Convention on Rights of Children

D. The Vienna Summit on Human Rights 1993
E. Establishment ofUNHigh Commission on Human Rights

1993
F. The UN and Women's Rights

VII The Environment
A. 1972 Stockholm Conference on the Human Environ-

ment
B. The UN Environment Programme 1972
C. World Climate Conferences 1979, 1990, 1995
D. World Conservation Strategy 1980
E. Law of the Sea Conference 1982
F. Convention on Protection of the Ozone Layer 1985
G. Brundtland Commission (Our Common Future) 1987 &

the concept of sustainable development
H. Global Environment Facility 1990
I. Rio Conference on Environment and Development 1992

The connection between environment & develop-
ment
The acceptance of sustainable development
Agenda 21
Commission on Sustainable Development 1993

VIII. Education and Culture
The role of UNESCO
UN declarations on education
The world heritage programme 1972 to present
International scientific exchanges and research
Cultural exchanges
The issue of a new world information order 1970's
British & US withdrawal from UNESCO in 1980's

4
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Note: Questions A-Attiring the use of sources other than
the Canadian Reference Guide to the United Nations are
identified by the use of the word "Research". Some useful
references and sources are suggested at the end of this Study
Guide (pp. 13-16). For a few Research questions, sug-
gested references are indicated by their number in Part 12,
e.g. The Canadian Global Almanac 1995 is shown as R4.

Message from the Minister of
Foreign Affairs
I. Who is our Minister of Foreign Affairs? (p.1)
2. Why was this Reference Guide produced and what is its

goal? (p.1)
3. R.search: Use other references, such as F4, to find the

name of Canada's current Ambassador to the United
Nations.

Section One: An introduction to
the United Nations
I Memories of Days Past
I. a) When was the United Nations established? (p.5)

b) What do you think were the main reasons for its
establishment at that time? (Read the Preamble to the
Charter of the UN on page 20 to help you answer this
question.)

c) What are its three purposes and six guiding princi-
ples? (p.5)

2. a) Where is the main headquarters of the UN? (p.3)
b) Research: Why is it located there?

Lloyd Nelson and Tony Rice teach at Frontier Collegiate in
Cranberry Portage and they developed this guide for use in
their Grades 11 and 12 classes. Teachers who wish to use
it should obtain a copy of the Canadian Reference Guide
to the United Nations. This is easily obtained and should be
in all schools. Free copies (class sets) can be obtainedfrom
the Department of Foreign Affairs in Ottawa. See the
advertisement on the inside front cover of this issue of the
Journal.

3.

4.

UI

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7

8

a) Who was Lester B. Pearson? (p.4)
b) Why was he awarded the Nobel Prize? (p.4)
Read the questions by Hume Wrong (p.4). Use your own
words to explain the point he was trying to make.

UN Bodies
a) What is the General Assembly? (p.5)
b) What powers does it have and how does it operate?

(1).5)
a) What is the Security Council? (p.5)
b) How many members does it have? (p.5)
c) Whk five are permanent? (p.5)
d) How are the others selected? (p.5)
e) What powers does it have? (p.6)
0 What is the "power of veto"? (p.6)
g) How many times has Canada served cn the Security

Council? (p.6)
h) Research: Why have the five countries named been

given permanent seats?
i) Research: Should otiler currently powerful and/or

wealthy countries, such as Japan, Germany or India,
now be given permanent seats? What are some of the
reasons for and against such a change to the Security
Council?

a) What is the only part of the world that is now of
concern to the Trusteeship Council? (p.6)

b) What do you think should happen to this part of the
world?

a) Where does the International Court of Justice sit?
(p.6)

b) What are its functions? (p.6)
c) Research: Use other Reference books to find an

example of a case brought before this court. How was
this case handled or resolved?

a) What is the Secretariat? (p.6)
b) What are some of its functions? (pp. 6-7)
What is the role of the Economic and Social Council?

(p.7)
. a) How is the Secretary General selected? (pp. 5-6)

b) Who is the current one? (p.7)
. Do you agree with Stephen Lewis when he said that "If

the UN didn't exist we'd have to invent it." (p.7) Give
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reasons for your answer (Note: U Thant's quote on the
same page may be helpful).

9. Study the chart on page 8 and start becoming familiar

wililithirlOttiOligglii*O0yingiNfrrAlk WDC
UMW, UNPPA, OMR. UNIC111$7, MO
UNESCO: 1BRD,- IMF# -GATT, UNDOF,
UNPROFOR, UNICE

10, statea tha UN
. .

joined dna- Mit
b)Research: Which ones were former members of the

Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)?
c) Research: Which two former members of the USSR

have had UN membership since 1945? Try and find
the reasons for this.

tinegotigaRit

Section nvo: Current Issues
III Environment
I. What three factors have helped people around the world

to realize that environmental issues are global? (p.11)
2. What is the significance of the Stockholm Conference in

1972? (p.11)
3. How did the Brundtland Commission of 1987 define

"sustainable development" and "sustainable prosper-
ity"? (p.11)

4. a) What does the acronym UNCED stanl for? (p.12)
b) Summarize in your own words the views expressed by

Boutros Boutros-Ghali at Rio de Janeiro in 1992.
(p.12)

5. a) How many countries were represented at the Rio
Earth Summit? (p.12)

b) Research: What are NGO's? Name at least 5 exam-
ples. (see R11 & R32)

c) What two major international conventions were
signed? (p.12)

6. Make a note of Principles 1 and 25 of the Rio Declaration
on Environment and Development. (p.13)

7. What is the CSD? Why was it created? (p.13)
8. Who is Maurice Strong and what role has he played in the

environmental movement since 1972? (pp.11-12)
9. Explain what two issues Canada has focused on as a

result of the UN environmental conferences. (pp.12-13)
10. Research:

a) Use other references and discover to what extent
Canada has kept its commitments made at the Rio
Summit.

b)Why has Canada failed to meet its targets?
c) What decisions were made at the Berlin Conference

held in April 1995?
11. a) What per cent of the world's population lives in

industrial countries? (p. 13)
b)What per cent of the world's resources do they

consume? (p.13)

c)What do you think are the implications of these
figures for the future survival of our planet?

12. Research: Useotherreferencematerialsandiden-
dry thrtiniasinds eini#00000#11040*Canindansioy
wad three edit envirdotilaid Wien dist ahs Of Jtobl
coneara. (see RS,-RecR104128, R3 I ,R.32, R34 & R36)

13. a) What is the UNEP?*49)
h!Wailt itarlifft(e).

4:0
IV Disarmament
1. What was the fust resolution adopted by the UN in 1946?

(13.15)
2. "The end of the Cold War has brought a new mood to the

UN."
a) Research: What was the 'Cold War'? (use p.15 and

other sources)
b) Research: What events led to the end of the Cold

War? (use other sources)
c) How has the end of the Cold War changed the world?

(p.15)
d) Research: Give at least two examples to illustrate

your answer to (c) above (use other sources, e.g. R26,
R27 & R37, to find your examples).

3. a) What does the acronym NPT stand for? (p. 15)
b) What are the main points in this agreement? (p.15)
c) What is the role of the IAEA? (pp.15 & 52)
d) Research: Use other sources to find out about the

recent controversies involving inspection by the IAEA
and the UNSCOM (p.17) in Iraq and North Korea.
How have these controversies been resolved? (e.g.
see R40)

4. a) What are the main terms of the 1993 Chemical Weap-
ons Convention? (p.16)

b) What are some problems in making all countries live
up to the CWC? (p.16)

5. a) What has been done about "conventional weapons"
by the UN? (pp.16-17)

b) How much money is spent on military equipment per
minute? per day? per year? (p.17)

c) How many people have been killed worldwide by
conventional weapons since 1945? (p.17)

6. a) If you were the Secretary-General of the UN, what
recommendations wculd you make (i) to reduce mili-
tary spending and (ii) to reduce the number of peopie
killed by conventional weapons?

b) What steps would you take to try to get your recom-
mendations implemented? (Note: the section on Veri-
fication Study on p.17 may be of some help in working
on this question. Student responses may be presented

in a class discussion or as group reports.)
7. Why is Canada able to play a leading role in the talks on

a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) on nuclear
weapons begun in :994? (pp.17-18)

tdi
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8. a) Research: Use other sources to find out what has
happened to the thousands of nuclear weapons devel-

oped by the former Soviet Union.

the NFrOr. biliwtho.hands-ofterroMits?

thee 'whit land mines-are a serious problem. (use
other sources, e.g. R2, R7, R19 & R24)

10. a) What are the weaknesses of the 1981 Inhumane
Weapons Convention? (p.18)

b)What are some ways that the problem of land mines
might be reduced? (p.18 and your own suggestions.)

11. Writing Assignment: Read the quotation by Andrew
Bonar Law on page 19 and write a summary of your own
views on the prospects for a more peaceful world in the
future. In your summary of at least 5 good sentences set
out the masons for your viewpoint.

12. a)"Since war begins in the minds of men, it is in the
minds of men that the defences of peace must be
constructed." (p.55) How does the UN Educational
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) at-
tempt to foster a more peaceful world?

b)Do you agree with UNESCO's approach? Give rea-
sons for your answer.

13. General Dwight D. Eisenhower, former President of the
United States, stated that "Every gun that is made, every
warship launched, every rocket fired, signifies a final
sense of theft from those who hunger and are not fed,
from those who are cold and are not clothed." Do you
agree or disagree with him? Give reasons for your
answer.

V International Trade
I. a) What does the acronym GATT stand for? (p.21)

b) Why was it founded in 1947? (p.21)
c) What is its aim? (pp. 21 & 51)

2. What are (i) tariff barriers and (ii) non-tariff barriers?
(p.21)

3. What factors explain the spectacular rise in world pro-
duction and trade between 1945 and 1975? (pp. 21-22)

4. a) Under what principles does GATT operate? en.22)
b) How has it put these principles into practice? (p.22)

5. What is GATT s membership today and what per cent of
world trade does it oversee? (p.22)

6. a) Why is GATT important to Canada? (p.22)
b) How does it help Canada function as a world trading

nation? (p.22)
7. a) How many GATT trade rounds were held between

1947 and 1994? (p.24)
b) How many countries participated in the 1994 Uru-

guay Round? (p.24)
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8. How will the Uruguay Round of trade agreements benefit
Canada? (pp. 22-23)

9. How does Canada rank as a world importing and export-

. libtirde(ii;.
10. ovhat Is the WTO?(O. 23)

bYlifiheii-was sm up? (p-. 23)

c)How it.function? (pp, 23 & SI)
I .'11)1I1b* of the WM

grunion effortttp: 23)
b) What did Canada's Minister for International Trade,
Roy MacLaren, have to say about WTO? (p. 23)

12. Research:
a) Use other sources to find the advantages and disad-
vantages to Canada in signing the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) with the United States and
Mexico.
b) How do Canada's commitments under NAFTA and
GATT overlap and/or create potential problem areas?
References such as R4, R12, R22, R32 and R38 are
useful in doing #12 (a) l& (b).

VI Peacekeeping
1. a) During the Cold War, why was the Security Council

often unable to act to maintain peace in the world?
(p.25)

b) Research: Use other reference materials to find ex-
amples of when one of the permanent members used
its veto power to block UN action in conflict situa-
tions.

2. a) What was the Suez Crisis of 1956? (p.25)
b) What was Lester Pearson's suggestion to settle the

dispute? (p.25)
3. List the aspects of peacekeeping that became apparent

during the Cold War from 1949 to 1989. (p.25)
4. What criteria did peacekeeping missions have to meet if

Canada was to get involved in them? (p.26)
5. Read the quotation by General E.L.M. Burns on page 26

and note how the problem of distinguishing UNEF
troops from those of the combatants was solved.

6. Read the "Thoughts on Canada's Flag" on page 27 and
note the connection between Canada's UN peacekeep-
ing activities in 1956 and its desire to have a distinctive
flag.

7. Research: Use your Reference Guide (p.29) and other
sources (e.g. R4, R17, R18 and R33) to identify five
peacekeeping missions in which Canada served prior to
1989. Set out the belligerent nations, the conflict sce-
nario and the role played by Canada in resolving each
dispute.

8. In what four major ways has the end of the Cold War in
1989 changed peacekeeping? (26)

9. Research: Use other references (e.g. R17, R18, R23,
R25 & R39) to identify and summarize one post-Cold
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War peacekeeping mission in which Canada was or is
involved. From your research and discussions try to
determine how the nature of peacekeeping has become
MOO COMPlidee 110044.411101W.

MI NOY?... read 14.14.4 for
Wooss

affeCi;d10 UN711 :trunk for world peACC Irt the poet,

byBoutroPahatt !nth MI rePort caltrid"ikn Agenda
for Peace"?

12. If you were the commander of Canada's peacekeeping
troops, what would your reaction be to the above pro-
posals, especially the second and fifth ones?

13. a) What are the pros and cons of strengthening the UN' s
information-gathering abilities? (pp. 26-27)

b)Which side of the debate do you support? Give your
reasons.

14. a) What does Boutros-Ghali suggest, if the parties to a
conflict are determined to fight? (p.27)

b)Do you think member countries of the UN are willing
to provide troops and the funds to implement Boutros-
Ghali' s suggestions? Why or why not?

c) Research: Use your Reference Guide (p.27) and
other sources, such as your Member of Parliament or
the Minister of Foreign Affairs, to find out what
Canada's position is on this suggestion.

VII Intmational Law
I. Why did the UN General General Assembly declare the

1990's to be the Decade of International Law? (p.31)
2. Summarize the roots of international law through the LIN

Charter. (p.31)
3. List five or six examples of some of the declarations of

the (IN which attempt to regulate relations among the
nations of the world.(p.31)

4. a) What is one of the main roles of the International
Court of Justice (ICJ) which sits in The Hague,
Netherlands? (p.32)

b) What powers of enforcement does this court have?
(p.32)

c) How did it use these powers against Iraq in 1990?
(p.32)

5. Into what new areas of international law is Canada
attempting to push the UN? (pp. 32-33)

6. Research:
a) Use other references and find examples of where

Canada has been taken to the International Court of
Justice over its alleged abuse of the human rights of
certain groups of people within Canada or over any
alleged violation of international law.

b) What was the ruling of the ICI in the cases you found?
c) What was done in Canada after the ruling was handed

down?

7. Why is the Convention on the Law of the Sea important
to Canada? (p.33)
a) What aspects of the UN Convention on the Law of the

(PPICLOS) he COMO *Acid -OW

10: -Us
Canada? (p33 &rut ideas)

Afannosifiiiptestiostadieramons
Atter'

European UniOnin .f995.-Oinrmetlinntaintventelitthe
conflict, summarize how the conflict was resolved and
explain how this conflict has affected the UN in making
changes to its Convention on the Law of the Sea.

VIII Human Right.
1. Read the Preamble to the Universal Declaration of Hu-

man Rights on page 38 and summarize the main points
which led to the proclamation of this declaration in 1948.

2. What day of the year has been declared by the UN to be
Human Rights Day? (p.14)

3. Research:
a) Obtain a complete list of the UN's Declaration of

Human Rights from another reference book or from
your teacher. From this list select at least ten which
you think are very important in comparing the quality
of life in various countries of the world.

b) How does Canada rank in the world community?
(Check current sources to find this information)

4. How has Canada attempted to put the universal human
rights principles into practice? (p.35)

5. Research: "There is still a long road to be travelled
before all countries of the world respect human rights."
(p.35) Use current newspapers, magazines and televi-
sion and/or radio news reports to find at least five
examples of where human rights are being violated. (R32
is also useful in finding this information)

6. What mandate has been given to the Office of the UN
High Commissioner for Human Rights? (p.35)

7. a) What authority does the Commission on Human Rights
(CHR) have? (p.36)

b) List the countries to which "special rapporteurs" have
been appointed to review human rights problems with
the governments concerned. (p.36)

c) Research: Set up another research team to investigate
and report on the progress of the Working Group on
Indigenous Populations. (Note: You may have to
contact your Member of Parliament or the United
Nations office in Ottawa to obtain this information)

9. a) Read the section "Women's Issues" in your Refer-
ence Guide (pages 36-37) and summarize the progress
that has been made to promote women's rights.

b) Renard: If possible, see R32 (p.108) to get the
Third World perspective on "Women in Develop-
ment".

8.
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10. Explain what Mahatma Gandhi meant in his quotation
on page 36. By today's standards could his remark be
called sexist? Does it apply at the present time in

#000166, Cils, etlathilli World
his la&

the-ender

199-!I hownilft -Prisoners were being held
_

and ethical basis of our civilization as well as a threat
to its survival"?

c) Give reasons to support your answer.

aid tonfere0011
the _NB PA31.04 6,11e. Okfir .

souffles to fInd .101110 (waifs of the conference,
including the reasons for-the conference, the main rec.

And coul-
1 ..T.3t2

9. aY What' two UN conferences are scheduled Mr 1995?

(P.44)
b) What issues will be the focus of these conferences?

Watch for news reports and note the debates and
recommendations associated with these conferences.

uegliitiatiOn-190/21-
13. Research: On pages 36 and 37 of yourReference

Guide, two organizations which help monitor human
rights violations are mentioned: Amnesty International
and the Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture. Have a
student or a small group of students investigate and
report on how each of these organizations operate and
how effective they are in helping those people whose
human rights are abused. (Note: the addresses of these
organizations are given on p.15 of this Study Guide)

Section Three: The United Nations
at Work

Wain'

IX The Economic and Social Council
I. Why was a UN central economic and social council.

ECOSOC, created? (p.41)
2. What is the scope of its activities today? (p.41)
3. a) What form of support has Canada contributed to the

work of the UN in the social, economic, environmen-
tal, human rights and related fields? (pp. 41-42)

b) Read the 1945 quotation by L.B.Pearson on page 42.
What does it reveal about Canada's hopes for the UN
when it was being created?

4. a) What events in the 1970's, 1980's and early 1990's
(p.42) have changed the international economic order
within which ECOSOC was meant to operate?

b) How have they made ECOSOC's work more diffi-
cult? (p.42)

5. a) What is "sustainable human development"? (p.47)
b) Why has Canada suggested (p.42) that sustainable

human development been established as the common,
overall objective of UN agencies working in the field?

6. "Never before has the world community had so many
resources, so much knowledge and such powerful tech-
nologies at its disposal which, if suitably redirected,
could foster sustained economic growth and sustainable
(human) development." (p.48) Prepare a list of some of
the (i) resources, (ii) knowledge and (iii) technologies,
which could be used to foster sustainable human devel-
opment on a global scale (A class brainstorming session
may be useful).

7. a) What tragedy does Maurice Strong mention in his
quotation on page 43?

b) Do you agree that "this is surely a denial of the moral

X Related UN Programs
I. What are tht. -esponsibilities of the Office of the UN

High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)? (p.45)
2. According to the UN Convention of 1967, how are

refugees defined? Which people are excluded? (p. 45)
3. How has Canada expanded the UN definition of refu-

gees? (p. 46)
4. a) How many refugees has Canada admitted each year

(i) in the early 1970's and (ii) in the early 1990's? (p. 45)
b) What is the current target? (p. 45)
c) Do you think Canada should increase or decrease
this number? Why?
d) Research: What are the advantages and disadvan-
tages of admitting large numbers of refugees?
e) Research: What did Canada's 1995 Budget Speech
delivered in February say about the admission of new
refugees and immigrants?

5. a) What is UNICEF? (p. 46)
b) How has it helped many children to survive in
developing countries? (p. 46)
c) How is it funded? (p. 46)

6. a) Note the 9 points in the UN's Declaration of the
Rights of the Child.
b) Research: Use other sources and find at least three
examples where the rights of children are being denied or
violated. (see R32 & current news reports)

7. a) What is UNCTAD? (p. 46)
b) Why was it set up? (p. 46)
c) What work does it do? (pp. 46-47)

8. a) What is the UNDP? (p. 47)
b) What kinds of programs does it run? (p. 47)
c) What are its three main goals? (p. 47)

9. Give three examples of how young, educated, skilled
people can help Third World countries under the UN
Volunteers (UNV) program. (pp. 47-48)

10. a) What is the UNFPA? (p.48)
b)How did its role change from 1946 to 1966-67? (p.48)

11. a) Do you agree with the UN General Assembly's state-
ment that "the size of the family should be the free
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choice of each individual family"? (p.48)
b)Researeh: Use other reference materials to find ex-

amples of countries where population growth and
br"

Meta-
tereeiii-admrsouniriett, ndIIilditiii
Indonesia or the Philippines; where family planning

Ii new

'

13: ii3What ere tlie 4 &eats now itecigaind as eracial
lower population growth is to be achieved? (p. 48)

b)Do you agree with the quotation by Dr. Nafis Sadik,
Executive Director of UNFPA, presented on page 48?
Why or why not?

14. What was the purpose for developing the World Food
Program (WFP)? (pp. 48-49)

XI Specialized Agencies
1. What is the role of the Food and Agriculture Organiza-

tion (FAO)? How does it operate? (p. 51)
2. a) How does the International Fund for Agricultural

Development (pp. 52-53) complement the work of the
WFP (pp. 48-49) and the FAO (p. 51)?

b) What is the Grameen Bank Scheme? (p. 53)
3. a) Why was the World Bank set up in 1944? (p. 53)

b) What do the letters IBRD stand for? (p. 53)
c) Research: Use other references to find the origin and

function of the Marshall Plan. How successful was it?
d) How is the World Bank funded, how does it operate

and what is its main goal? (p.53)
4. a) "The International Monetary Fund (IMF) works

closely with the World Bank." What was its original
purpose? (p. 54)

b) Research: Use other references to find examples of
how "MOM recently the IMF has become an agency
for helping members deal with their international debt
problems." What internal social and economic chal-
lenges do many countries face when trying to meeting
World Bank and IMF guidelines? (see R8, R12, R14,
R28, R29, R30, R32 & R34)

5. a) What is the goal of the World Health Organization
(WHO)? (p.57)

b) Research: Use yourReference Guideandother sources
to find examples of successes the WHO has had in
controlling and eradicating human diseases.

c) Research: Use your Reference Guide and other
sources (e.g. R32) to find out what is being done
globally and in a few specific industrialized and Third
World countries to control and prevent AIDS.

6. In 1962 Marshall McLuhan, a Canadian media special-
ist, suggested that "the new electronic interdependence
recreates the world in the image of a global village."
(p.57 Is this an appropriate image of trends in the world
today? Give reasons for your answer.

77777777 777777 .

7. Research: Read the article RI and compare it with the
views commonly presented in the popular media about
the global village.

tonekulloris and

illustrate your answer.
2. What are your suggestions to our Minister of Foreign

Affairs as to the role Canada should play in the UN in the
years ahead? In your answer tell him what our country
should continue doing and what changes you would
recommend that our Government consider.

3. How would you assess the overall role of the UN during
its first fifty years of operation? Give examples of things
you think it has done well and examples of areas where
it needs improvement.

4. a) What are the major challenges for the international
community you foresee as we prepare to enter the 21st
Century? (e.g. see R13)

b) What changes in the organization and role of the UN
could you suggest to help meet these challenges? (e.g.
see R3 & R37)

XII Suggested References
There are many references readily available to students

in school and public libraries including magazines such as
the Canadian Geographic Journal; Equinox; Maclean's;
Canada and the World; Newsweek and Time. Books, ency-
clopedias, films, videos and newspapers are also available.
Radio and television news reports and documentaries are
further valuable sources of information. What follows is a
list of some of the many references that may be helpful in
completing the 'Research' assignments that are included in
the Study Guide.
I. Alles, Wajirarasi and Lloyd Nelson. "The Global Vil-

lage Another View". March 1995. (Unpublished).
2. Armed Conflicts Report 1993: Causes, Conflicting Par-

ties, Negotiations. Waterloo, ON: Project Ploughshares,
October 1994.

3. Bowles, Newton. "1993 General Assembly Report: Mixed
Signals: Whither the UN?" Ploughshares Monitor,
March 1994, pp. 9-13.

4. The Canadian Global Almanac 1995. Toronto:
Macmillan, 1994.

5. Canby, Thomas Y. "After the Storm: Environmental
Impact of the Gulf War." National Geographic, August
1991, pp. 2-35.

6. "Coral gardens and ocean blues: Saving the sea." New
nternationalist, August 1992.

7. Delong, Bev. "Landmines and legislation: Ban mines
now!" Ploughshares Monitor, March 1995, pp. 21-23.
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8. Dyer, Gwynne. The Human Race: A Four-Part Series.
CBC-TV Production 1994. (Now available from the
National Film Board of Canada. Call 1-800-267-7710)is th
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28. Saunders, Cath. "Desert Storm: The impact of India's
World Bank funded Indira Gandhi Canal on the land-
scape and life of the region's nomadic herders." New
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II. Gross, Zack. "Budget Cuts Promote Global Instability."

The Marquis Project Newsletter, March/April 1995,pp.
10-11.

12. Harvey,Pharis."North-SouthOrganizing & Hemispheric
Free Trade."Canadian Perspectives, Autumn 1994, pp.
22-23.

13. Kennedy, Paul. Preparing for The Twenty-First Cen-
tury. New York: Random House, 1992.

14. Kennedy, Paul. The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers:
Economic Change and Military Change from 1500 to
2000, New York: Random House, 1987.

15. Korb, Lawrence. "NATO has now become obsolete."
Winnipeg Free Press, December 12, 1994, p. A6.

16. Mackenzie, David. "Canada in the Organization of
American States: The First Five Years." Behind The
Headlines, Vol. 52, No. I, Autumn 1994.

17. Mackenzie, Lewis (Major-General). Peacekeeper: The
Road to Sarajevo, Vancouver: Douglas & McIntyre,
1994.

IR. Mackenzie, Lewis (Major-General ).A Soldier's Peace.
(A critical review of UN peacekeeping) CBC-TV Pro-
duction 1994.

19. ' Major armed conflicts in 1994." Ploughshares Moni-
tor, March 1995, pp. 14-20. Messengers From
Moscow. (A four part series about the history of the Cold
War from Stalin to the disintegration of the communist
empire). PBS-TV Productions 1995.

21. "Milestones of the Cold War." Under the Same Sun,
Vol. 7 No. 2, Winter 1995, p.21.

22. "NAFTA - BACKGROUNDER". Canada and the
World, 1995.

23. "Peacekeeping and the Balkans -
BACKGROUNDER." Canada and the World, 1995.

24. "Post-conflict peacebuilding: The UN and landmines
clearance." Ploughshares Monitor, December 1994,
pp. 20-22.

25. Randall, Stephen J. "Peacekeeping in the Post-Cold
War Era: The United Nations and the 1993 Cambodian
Elections." Behind The Headlines, Spring 1994.

26 Regehr, Ernie. "Redefining the role of the military."
Ploughshares Monitor, March 1994, pp. 3-6.

27. Renner, Michael. "Beyond Disarmament: Cleaning up
after the Arms Race." Ploughshares Monitor, June
1994, pp. 19-22.
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31. Midi& dAdDirópinint: The
Crucial Decade. Hull, PQ: Canadian International De-
velopment Agency, Spring 1992.

32. Third World Guide 1993/94. Montevideo, Uruguay:
Third World Institute, 1992. (Available from the New
internationalist in Canada)

33. Todd, Dave. "Keeping the Peace: The Canadian contri-
bution to United Nations Peacekeeping." Canadian
Geographic, Nov./Dec. 1992, pp. 56-64.

34. "Unmasked: The East Asian Economic Miracle." New
Internationalist, January 1995.

35. "Waking up the world: New light on human rights."New
Internationalist, December 1994.

36. "Water: The Power, Promise, and Turmoil of North
America's Fresh Water."National Geographic Special
Edition, November 1993.

37. "Winds of Change: The United Nations at 50." New
Internationalist, January 1995.

38. The World Almanac and Book of Facts 1995, Mahwah,
New Jersey: Funk & Wagnall, 1994.

39. "World Focus on Bosnia." Maclean's, December 12,
1994, pp. 28-39.

40. Xavier, Subha. "Nuclear Showdown in North Korea:
Who Won?" Peace Magazine, March/April 1995,
pp. 18-19.
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The United Nations charter
ZiiininagnigiSalaniiiatfattarty 1

notes and comments are to be read in conjunction

with the sections of the UN Charter that follow this
introduction. They are keyed to the Charter by a

series of numbered notes. They arise from my belief that
parts of the Charter are worth explaining in detail to students.
I'm intrigued by the thought voiced by a U.S. delegate at the
1945 San Francisco Conference to the efint that the Charter
should have a preamble that would be "short, moving and
beautiful, something that every schoolchild could commit to
memory" and that could hang "in every cottage on the
globe." In this way, he argued, with some justice, the United
Nations would gain a hold on the hearts and the minds of the
world's people. He had a point, it seems to me, but how often

do we even discuss the Charter with students these days? We
don't need to take them through a clause by clause analysis
of the whole document, but we could, and should, look at the
opening setions that deal with the goals and purposes of the
UN. After all, in one sense the charter is an internittional
treaty committing signatory governments to abide by its
terms. Canada signed it in 1945 (extracts from the 1945
parliamentary debates were printed in the last issue of the
journal: 21 (4), April 1995: 28-35), so, as citizens, we ought
to know what our country is committed to do.

The relevant historical background is as follows. In
October 1943 the United States, the Soviet Union, Britain
and China issued the Moscow Declaration in which they
agreed to create an international organization "for the main-
tenance of international peace and security." Thus, they
recognized that the old League of Nations was dead, but
interestingly, they did not give up on the whole idea of a
world organization. Rather, they decided to build on the
lessons of the League and begin again. This is worth noting,
since they could simply have walked away from the whole
idea. After all, they were the world's great powers and as
such, did not especially need a world organization, except,
of course, as the two world wars had shown, for the fact that
when world crisis erupted they were inevitably involved as
major players.

Following the Moscow Declaration the Big Four met at
Dumbarton Oaks near Washington, from August through
October, 1944, to draft a plan for the new international
organization. Strictly speaking, there were two Dumbarton

Oaks meetings, the first involving the U.S.A., the U.S.S.R.,
and Britain, and the second, the U.S.A., Britain, and China.
The reason for having two sets of meetings was that the
Soviet Union objected to China's involvement, arguing
instead that only the Big Three war-fighting allies should be
involved. To avoid a major confrontation and possible
deadlock, the U.S. government worked out a compromise
proposal of two meetings, which the Soviets accepted. The
discussions at both meetings resulted in one draft plan,
which was in turn presented to an international conference
at San Francisco, held April-June 1945. The sponsors of the
conference were the Big Four of the Moscow declaration.
France was asked to be a sponsor but refused because de
Gaulle was angered at not having been invited to the great
power Yalta Conference. France attended the San Francisco
Conference but was not a sponsor. Invitations were sent to
all countries that were at war with the Axis powers before
March I, 1945. As a result, fifty countries were present at
San Francisco. Their task was to accept, reject or revise the
draft plan for the United Nations presented to them by the
Big Four countries.

The Charter
Students should realize that the Charter is the constitu-

tion of the UN. As such, it is full of organizational detail and
of interest mainly to specialists. However, like most consti-
tutions, the Charter also contains a statement of purposes
and principles which are of more general interest. In effect,
they describe what the UN exists to do. They are to be found
in the preamble and Articles 1 and 2, which are all that are
dealt with here. The text follows. I have added the note
numbers. They refer to the reference notes in the next
section of this article.

Charter of the United Nations
Preamble(1)
We the peoples (2) of the United Nations (3) determined

to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war,
which twice(4) in our lifetime has brought untold sorrow
to mankind, and

to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights (8), in the
dignity and worthof the human person, in the equal rights
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of men and women and ofnations(6) large and small, and
to establish conditions under which justice (7) and respect

for the obligations arising from treaties on and other
NOS*18001,18#160ibiti$100004104

MW batef Nada* Hie iniftiki
Mese ends (le)

.Merschigidoe ispabselwith
,

to unite our strength to maintain international peace and
security (11), and

to ensure, by the acceptance of principles and the institution
of methods,that armed force shall not be used, save in the
common interest (12), and

to employ international machinery for the promotion of the
economic ani social advancement of all peoples,

have resolved to ombine our efforts
to accomplish these aims (13).

Accordingly, our respective Governments (14), through
representativesassembled in the city of San Francisco, who
have exhibited their full powers found to be in good and due
form, have agreed to the present Charter of the United
Nations and do hereby establish an international organiza-
tion to be known as the United Nations (15).

Chapter 1. Purposes and Principles

Article 1
The Purposes(16) of the United Nations are:
1. To maintain international peace and security (17), and

to that end: to take effective collective measures for the
prevention and removal of threats to the peace, and for the
suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the
peace (18), and to bring about by peaceful means, and in
conformity with the principles of justice and international
law (19), adjustment or settlement of international disputes
or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace;

2. To develop friendly relations among nations based on
respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determina-
tion of peoples (20), and to take other appropriate measures
to strengthen universal peace;

3. To achieve international cooperation (21) in solving
international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or
humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging
respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for
all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion;
and

4. To be a center for harmonizing (22) the actions of
nations in the attainment of these common ends.

Article 2
The Organization (23) and its Members (24), in pursuit

of the Purposes stated in Article 1, shall act in accordance
with the following Principles.

1. The Organization is based on the principle of the
sovereign equality (25) of all its Members.

2. All Members, in order to ensure to all of them the rights
and benefits resulting from membership, shall fulfill in good
faith the otliations assumed by them in accordance with

ainaiiiiiithit-intemanonal peace-
andWufitYten4MOCOrirenot 4194,11*4-(2,

integrity or potfticat indedenee of áya um or in any
other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United
Nations (28).

5. All Members shall give the United Nations every
assistance in any action it takes in accordance with the
present Charter, and shall refrain from giving assistance to
any state against which the United Nations is taking preven-
tive or enforcement action.

6. The Organization shall ensure that states which are
not Members of the United Nations act in accordance with
these Principles so far as may be necessary for the mainte-
nance of international peace and security.(29)

7. Nothing contained in the present Charter shall au-
thorize the United Nations to intervene in matters which are
essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state or
shall require the members to submit such matters to settle-
ment under the present Charter; but this principle shall not
prejudice the application of enforcement measures under
Chapter VII (30).

Notes and Comments
1. In the Dumbarton Oaks draft presented to the San Fran-

cisco Conference, there was no preamble. The draft
began with the statement of principles in Article I.
However, many delegations felt there should be some
general statement of goals that would serve as a source of
inspiration. They wanted some rhetoric and not just legal
niceties. In the words of an American delegate, already
quoted, a preamble should be "short, moving and beau-
tiful." The preamble was based on a draft prepared in
Britain by a South African statesman, Field Marshall
Smuts. Though no one said so at the time, there is some
irony in such a statement of ideals being prepared by a
South African, given the reality of South Africa's racial
politics in those days. Though the preamble was just that

a preamble delegates at San Francisco took it very
seriously. The Canadian representative has left a vivid
account of the proceedings:

"We had nearly seven hours on end in our Com-
mittee on Purposes and Principles. The Chairman,
Manuilsky (a Ukrainian), gave us a touch of the knout
when the Latin Americans were just spreading their
wings for flights of oratory, He rapped on the table
with his chairman's gavel and said, 'Gentlemen, we
must speed up the work of the Committee. I propose
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that no one shall leave this hall until the preamble and
the first chapter of the Charter are voted.' The deb
egates gazed ruef idly at their blottern this nwant

. r

ego,: sprungialrisfeetwodsaitiiirtonesafernotion-,
'Mr. Chairman. I tenth* promise ''ulghs be

thi &kith IiñièiWvE Wit the* are DI thrs hatt
men older than you are and, V'they can stay here, you
must also.' So we settled down to hour after hour of
debate.

"We were after all discussing the principles of the
New World Order. The room was full of professional
orators who were ravening to speak and speak again.
Latin American foreign ministers hoped to slide in an
oblique reference to some of their local vendettas
disguised in terms of the Rights of Nations. The
Egyptian representative was hoping to see his way
clear to take a crack at the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty
under some phrase about the necessity for 'flexibility
in the interpretation of international obligations'.
The Syrian delegate saw an opportunity to embarrass
the French. The representatives of the Colonial Pow-
ers were junior delegates (their chiefs were dining)
who were frightened that any reference to 'justice' or
'human rights' might conceal a veiled attack on the
colonial system.

"All afternoon and all evening until tweNe o'clock
at night we argued about the principles that must
guide the conduct of men and nations. By eleven
o'clock there were many haggard faces around the
table. The room had got very hot and smellydozens
of stout politicians sweating profusely in a confined
space outside the streetcars (and San Francisco is
a great place for streetcars) rattled noisily; and still
the speeches went on.

"The Egyptian delegate was indefatigable in in-
terpolations. He seemrd to bounce to his feet on
India-rubber buttocks, 'a point of order, Mr. Chair-
man' and he would fix his monocle and survey his
helpless victims. The Peruvian was another inex-
haustible plague; he was a professional lecturer who
kept remarking, 'The Peruvian delegation regard
this aspect of the question as very grave indeed, in
fact fundamental. ' Then he would remove his reading
spectacles, put on his talking spectacles, brush the
forelock back from his forehead and get into his
stride. But it was the Norwegian who moved me to
homicide by making lengthy interventions In an ob-
stinate, bleating voice. However, thanks to the ruth-
less, surgical operations of the Chairman, we fin-
ished our task in time. The committee was littered

with punctured egos, and snubbed statesmen glow-
ered at each other across the tables. The eminent
political figures and distinguished jurists of half the
Wrodiflaibein lqkdbyØri
boy!: But we had slied Ot.

the notate..

obtigatiovrotmenibers: kdoeikivesignitairodow-
ever, as a statement of motivating ideas and purposes that
the members of the Organization have in mind, and its
words can be used, and are used, as evidence of these
ideas and purposes in any intemetation of the articles
that follow." (Goodrich, Hambro & Simons: 20-21)

2. The phrase "We, the peoples..." was an American sug-
gestion and is an obvious derivation from the American
constitution transferred to the global level though it
should be noted the text speaks not of the people of the
world but of 'the United Nations', a reminder that this
was a wartime conference of those countries allied against
the Axis powers. The war in Europe ended while the San
Francisco Conference was still meeting; the war in the
Pacific continued until August. Critics of the old League
of Nations, such as John Dewey and H.G.Wells, had
attacked it for being only a "league of gevernments"
rather than a league of peoples. They meant that the
League was committed to old-style power politics, and
that governments would use it for their own interests.
Instead, they argued, the world needed an association
that would go over the heads of national governments
and speak for the world's people directly. Thus, in 1943,
some people favoured a Charter that spoke not in the
name of governments, but of peoples. Not all countries
were happy with this. Some objected that it was too vague
and lacked any real meaning. Others objected on legal
grounds. The Netherlands, for example, said that in its
constitution the term "the people" had no legal meaning,
since government acted in the name of the crown. None-
theless, the U.S. persisted, supported by the Soviet
Union. The winning argument was that the UN had to
have its roots in people's support and somehow had to
represent the people's wishes. Note that the whole pre-
amble is written as though the people of the United
Nations are speaking. To get a flavour of what this
means, consider the contrast between the phrase "we, the
peoples" and the old League of Nations Covenant which
spoke of "the high contracting parties," which was also
the term used in the first draft of the preamble prepared
by Field Marshall Smuts. "High contracting parties" is a
legal phrase, that means nothing to most people, and has
no emotional power. By contrast, 'We, the peoples" is
direct, understandable and gripping. Despite this, note
that at the end of the preamble, the reference is to "our
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re .ective governments". Thus, after all, it's not people
but jovernments that have the last word, with the COM-

beinq that vernments ' ' the

stability and well-being which are necessary for peace-
ful and friendly relations among nations based on re-
spect the principle of rights and seif-dete

ATISI . .

f ecortamk ant social progress met

'elf in thiEüiUnióñ? If
so, how would the actual details be worked out: how
many representatives? how elected? with what powers?
etc. It's easy to speak of world government and world
parliaments, but the details are enormously complicated.
Perhaps, the structure of the United Nations is the best we

can do at this stage of world history. For some of the
alternatives see the last issue of the journal (21 [4], April
1995: 12-21) See also Note 14 below.

3. As noted above, the San Francisco Conference was
attended only by those countries that were actually at war
with the Axis Powers by 1 March, 1945. These nations
were 'united' in war against their enemies. Thus, the term
'United Nations' had a wartime context and excluded
Germany, Italy and Japan, as well as countries that were
neutral in the war. Some delegates at San Francisco
wanted a different name that would be free of any
wartime connection. They argued that eventually the
wartime enemies would be reaceful states that would
have to be accepted into the new organization. They also
wanted the name to reflect something of the flavour of
community or association. Some pointed out that the
term 'United Nations' created translation problems in
other languages: was it a singular or a plural term?
However, the U.S.A. insisted on the name United Na-
tions, arguing that it was the personal preference of
President Roosevelt. Roosevelt had died suddenly (April
12, 1945), just before the Conference began, and as a sign
of respect for his contribution to the war the Conference
accepted the name. See Note 15 also.

4. This is an obvious reference to the two world wars and to
the inability of the old League of Nations to prevent
World War II. Note that the prevention of war is placed
first among the aims of the UN.

5. Note this reference to human rights, including equality
between men and women. It was based on the knowledge
of what Nazism and Fascism had done, especially in the
Holocaust. It was also based on the belief that world
peace had to be accompanied by respect for human
rights. One can imagine, for example, a state of peace
imposed by a world dictator that prevented war but also
trampled on people's rights. The UN is committed to
both principles: peace and human rights. Article 55 of the
Charter spells out some basic human rights. It reads as
follows: With a view to the creation of conditions of

âthiiiaI ditd
(c) universal respect for, and observance of human

rights and fundamental freedoms for all without
distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.

6. The word 'nation' caused some discussion at San Fran-
cisco. Just what constituted a nation? It was usual to
speak of 'states' but not all nations were yet states with
their own political independence. To speak of 'states" for
example, would have excluded the Philippines, which
had been promised independence by the United States
but had not yet got it. At the same time, however, the word
'nation' could be given many interpretations. In the
Charter proper, the problem is largely avoided by speak-
ing of 'members' without defining them as states or
nations or anything else. Note the reference to nations
"large and small." The smaller countries at San Fran-
cisco, well aware of the events of the 1930's, were
concerned lest at some point in the future world peace
and security might be secured at their expense, say by
some larger power coercing them. The principle of the
UN is that, in legal terms and in terms of rights, all
countries are equal.

7. This reference to justice could be no more than an ideal.
Who was to decide whether something was just or unjust
at an international level? Nonetheless, after the experi-
ence of the aggressions of the 1930's and the events of
World War II the delegates at San Francisco did not want
to ignore considerations of justice.

8. One of the minor worries here was whether treaties
signed before 1945 might be found to be inconsistent
with the purposes of the UN. Article 103 of the Charter
says that if there is such an inconsistency then the Charter
will prevail. Article 102 says that all treaties made
between countries must be registered with the UN.

9. The UN has some responsibility for social and economic
matters. Many people feel that this is where the UN has
been most successful. The idea was that international
peace and security depend in part on people having a
decent quality of life. The Charter created a special body, ,
the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) to handle
economic and social questions. ECOSOC can commis-
sion studies and reports, make recommendations, organ-
ize conferences, and generally raise awareness of "inter-
national economic, social, cultural, educational, health
and related matters" and of "human rights and fundamen-
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tal freedoms for all". Note that nothing is said in the
Charter about environmental matters, presimably be-

were not major concerns hi 1945. Nonethe-
lI

obviously memeetett witheociat andecomenktlevelop-
firstadargsviroanontemstfor theta,' vnis

EñvthiéiiiTãiiiüfif*hkhwas
ated d the UN Commission on Sustainable Development.
The concept of sustainable development was central to
the recommendations of the influential UN-commis-
sioned Brundtland Report, Our Common Future, issued
in 1987.

10. In other words, the four points described to this point in
the preamble (peace; human rights; international law;
social progress) are the 'ends' of the UN.

11. This gives the UN the power to make war, though it can
do so only if authorized by the Security Council. Some-
times, aggression has to be met with force, as in Korea
in 1950 and the Gulf War in 1990. However, the UN was
not given its own armed forces (though in 1994 the
Canadian government said that it favoured some sort of
permanent UN force). Rather, member states are sup-.
posed to make forces available for UN service if asked.
The Charter makes provision for a "militaiy staff com-
mittee" to make military plans for the UN but this has
been ineffective. Instead, the UN has to improvise
whenever military force is authorized. Most UN action
has taken the form of peacekeeping, not of actual fight-
ing. Modern weapons cause considerable damage to
civilian populations, as in the Gulf War, and some
people have asked whether the UN should be able to
make war at all. They suggest that there might be other,
peaceful, alternatives for dealing with aggression. One
possibility is economic sanctions, such as those now in
force against Iraq, but these also cause considerable
damage to innocent people. Another form of sanction is
in force against Libya, which has been closed to interna-
tional flights, bin sanctions like these do not have a
major impact. Thus, the UN is stuck with a problem:
short of armed force, how does it deal with an aggressor
country which refuses to obey its decisions?

12. UN members are supposed to renounce war, though
obviously many of them have not. The only exceptions
allowed in the Charter are (1) war in self defence, and (2)
war in support of the UN.

13. Note that the 'ends' described earlier are here described
as 'aims' of the UN. Presumably, this was done for
reinforcement.

14. See Note 2 above. Although the Charter begins by
speaking of 'we, the peoples', here it speaks of 'govern-
ments' . Some countries at San Francisco were prepared

to support the reference to 'peoples' only because here
the emphasis is placed on govermnents. Thus, we have
not totally escaped from the old League of Nations
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16.

ilkiiiiiViiidfilattie41h1V6illthafarente on 'Whines
held at Beijing in September, 1995. Groups and indi-
viduals are also learning how to use Internet, e-mail, and
other computer links to bring their concerns to the UN.
See Note 3 above.
The Preamble spoke of ends and aims. This is further
reinforced here by calling them purposes. This article is
more than rhetoric. It was seen as important to put a
statement of purposes right into the main body of the
Charter, which could be seen as having more force than
the preamble. This article has been used by the UN to
justify its activities and decisions. In general, it has led
to a strengthening of the role of the General Assembly,
even though at the San Francisco Conference authority
was supposed to lie with the zreat powers. This question
of the position of the great powers was a major issue at
San Francisco. The great powers made it clear that, since
they would have to carry most of the burdens of the UN,
they wanted a major voice in it. The concrete manifes-
tation of this at San Francisco was the veto in the
Security Council, combined with the Big Five's perma-
nent membership of the Council. Thus, any one of the
great powers could effectively block UN action. In the
words of one senior Canadian official: "The United
States and Britain were insistent on having a power of
veto in the Security Council, but they were prepared to
have a more limited veto than the Soviet Union wanted.
It was on the veto over the chapter on peaceful settle-
ments that the lines were most clearly drawn between the
Western powers and the Soviet Union. The Soviet
Union wanted to be able to veto mere discussion by the
Security Council of a threat to the peace, and on this
issue the conference nearly broke up. But the Soviet
Union gave in after an appeal was made to Moscow."
[Sanger: 81 For the Soviets, the veto was especially
crucial, since the Western powers, led by the United
States, could always outvote them, thus potentially
using the U.N. against them. Some of the smaller pow-
ers, led by Australia, tried to get rid of the veto at San
Francisco, but Canada took the position that it was a
necessary price to pay for great power commitment to
the Unked Nations. In 1930, the General Assembly used
Article 1 in passing the Uniting for Peace resolution
which said, in effect, that if the Security Council was
deadlocked on a question of international peace and
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18. See Note 11 above.
19. At San Francisco, the smaller powers pushed for the

inclusion of this phrase. As noted earlier, they were
worried that in the future the great powers might arrange
a form of world peace which would ignore the rights of
smaller powers, as for example when the U.S.A. used 24.
the Monroe Doctrine to maintain its supremacy over
Latin America, or as when the Soviet Union controlled
the countries of Eastern Europe after 1945. Justice and
international law were vague terms but they were better
than nothing at all.

20. Note this reference to self-determination of peoples.
What constitutes a "people"? Is the U.N. saying that a
people has the automatic right to self-determination. If
so, how would this apply in the case of, say, Quebec? In
the Atlantic Charter of 1941, Churchill and Roosevelt
said that all "peoples" had a right to choose their own
form of government. They were concerned by the ex-
pansion and conquests of Germany and Japan. Church- 25.
ill, however, excluded the colonies of the British Empire
from the Atlantic Charter. In 1950, the General Assem-
bly declared self-determination to be a fundamental
human right. It wanted to see Europe's colonial empires
become independent countries. But the question re-
mains: from the U.N. viewpoint, what is a people and
what does self-determination involve?

21. The U.N. recognizes that many social/economic prob-
lems can be solved only by international action. Note
that the U.N. is not given any independent power to act
on its own. It can only encourage governments to follow
the path of international cooperation.

22. Note the implicit limitation on the powers of the U.N. It
cannot act on its own. It can be only "a center for
harmonizing" whatever it is that governments decide to
do In effect, the U.N. runs as an honours system in
which governments are expected to live up to their
commitments under the Charter, but face little or no
penalty if they do not.

23. Note this reference to "the organization." Here is some 26
recognition than the U.N. is more than the sum of its
member parts, that it has life of its own. It is an "ottani-
zation." This is reflected more in other languages than in
En, lish, though in the early years the term "UNO" was
sometimes used. In French, the U.N. is referred to as

security, then the General Assembly could step in. The
occasion was the Soviet Union's attempts to block U.N.
action in the Korean War.

4. ,a a, a .4 .a.1 a-L a . b
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ONU: "l'organization des nations unis." there is even an
adjective "onusien[ner to describe things done by the
U.N. However, the word "orpanization" also strgorsts
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Secrettey-Gette1114011nveteertalo independfnx Mkt-

ift111$
doh of the SeHty Cowell any matter i1iich in his
opinion may threaten the maintenance of international
peace and security." Article 100 stipulates that the
Secretary-General and the staff of the U.N. must not take
orders from any particular government. They are serv-
ants of the United Nations as a whole.
During the Second World War, the great powers agreed
that membership in the U.N. should be limited to "peace-
loving states" This opened up many possibilities of
interpretation. The word "members" avoids all the prob-
lems of distinguishing among states, nations, govern-
ments, and peoples. See Note 6 above. However, the
Charter is not totally consistent on this point. Although
the term "peace-loving states" does not appear here, it
does in Article 4, which says that membership in the
U.N. is "open to all peace-loving states which accept the
obligations contained in the present Charter and, in the
judgment of the Organization, are able and willing to
carry out these obligations."
The concept of "sovereign equality" means two things:
(1) All countries, great or small, strong or weak, have the
same rights and thus have only one vote each in the U.N.
Some people think that this is unrealistic and argue that
countries should have different numbers of votes,
weighted by population, or economic strength, or some
other factor. (2) The word "sovereign" means that a
country has the right to handle its internal affairs in
whatever way it chooses. No one, including the U.N.,
can tell an independent country what to do within its own
borders, unless this is judged to be a threat to interna-
tional peace. It is important to realize that the U.N. has
no independent power. It is very far from being a world
government. As one expert put it: "The Organization is
one of limited powers basci on the consent of its
members." To quote another commentary: "The phrase
'the United Nations' refers more to a framework, a
stage, or an institutional funnel than to an organization
with the capacity for independent action." [Weiss et al:
1551

. This section makes an obvious point. If a country
belongs to the U.N., it must subscribe to the goals 'the
U.N. Article 6 of the Charter says that a country can be
expelled from the U.N. if it has "persistently violated"
the Charter. No one knows just how "persistent" would
be defined in this context. Presumably, a country would
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have to be a frequent offender to be expelled. No cou ntry
has ever been expelled from the U.N., although South
Africa was not allowed to take its seat in the General

u I nm 1161 "maht.t1 uet,L.LIL

Article 2(4] is alive and reasonably well as a general
standard of achievement." (Weiss, et al: 291

29. When the U.N. was cleated in 1945, the wartime en-
Egalik.U1L.,,,16.11,1

I . I

with eountriertutrthritor beksurte-tbel#14:-
1930'i
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ers of this approach argue that it is easier to bring
pressure to bear on a country if it is inside the U.N. than
if it is outside. They also worry that if countries are
thrown out of the U.N. this could weaken the organiza-
tion and could lead to other countries deciding to leave.
The old League of Nations was weakened in the 1930's
when important countries like Japan and Germany left it
in protest against League condemnation of their actions.
This concern for universal membership led tise countries
at the San Francisco Conference to omit from the Char-
ter, quite deliberately, any provisions for resignation
from the U.N. Today, almost every country in the world
is in the U.N. (185 of them]. The only exceptions are
Switzerland and the Vatican, both of whom have ob-
server status but no membership or voting power. They
wish to maintain their complete neutrality. Taiwan is
also not a member of the UN.

27. No one believed that there would be an end to disputes
between countries. The goal was not to abolish disputes,
but to settle them peacefully. The reference to "justice"
was intended to ensure that disputes would not be ended
peacefully but unjustly. For instance, a powerful coun-
try might end a dispute with a smaller country by issuing
threats and taking economic measures without actually
going to war. This would end the dispute peacefully, but
not justly. Thus, justice was written into the Charter.
Note also that the word "international" is here. The U.N.
has no authority to get involved in internal disputes such
as civil wars or rebellions, unless they threaten interna-
tional peace. See Note 17 above. At the same time, there
is some potential conflict here with the U.N.'s commit-
ment to human rights (see Note 5 above) since most
human rights abuses occur within a given country.

28. Article 2(41 has been described as the "core of the U.N.
Charter concerning security questions." [Weiss, et al:
28] Obviously it has not stopped countries from going to
war, but in the words of one commentary: "In fact,
Article 2(4) is not a dead letter. Especially after the Cold
War, a state contemplating the use of force to resolve a
dispute, especially if not a great power, cannot be sure
that its action will not result in some type of condemna-
tion and punishment. To be sure, the process Is not
automatic; U.N. resolutions may be worded in a soft
way, and actual sanctions can vary.... Nevertheless,

Chiffei
30. Here the inability of the U.N. to deal with internal/

domestic matters is made explicit. At the San Francisco
Conference, some countries were concerned that the
social and economic responsibilities of the U.N. would
allow it to intervene in their internal affairs. The refer-
ence to Chapter VII is to Chapter VII of the Charter,
which deals with matters of international peace and
security. The point is to make it possible for the U.N. to
take action whenever international peace is threatened.
In recent years, however, the distinction between inter-
national and internal matters has begun to break down.
As noted already, the U.N. can intervene in a country's
internal matters if they are found to be a threat to
international peace, and this provides some room for
interpretation. In the words of a recent commentary: "...
it is not clear what Article 217] means: namely, whether
the U.N., and presumably also a member state, can
intervene in matters of domestic jurisdiction. If repres-
sion by the Iraqi government of Iraqis, including those
who remain physically within Iraq, constitutes a threat to
international peace and security as the council said in
1991 then what is left to constitute domestic jurisdic-
tion?If the U.N. and its member states are entitled to use
all necessary means to provide a secure environment for
humanitarian assistance inside Somalia as the coun-
cil stated in 1992 in a situation in which the external
consequences for any other state were extremely slight,
then domesit jurisdiction means very little." [Weiss et
al: 311 The Secretary-General has spoken both ways. In
1992 he said; "Under Article 2, Paragraph 7 of the
Charter, the United Nations shall never intervene in the
domestic affairs of a member state, either in the guise of
preventive diplomacy or for humanitarian aims." How-
ever, in that same year he also wrote: "the centuries-old
doctrine of absolute and exclusive sovereignty no longer
stands, and was in fact never so absolute as it was
conceived to be in theory. A major intellectual require-
ment of our time is to rethink the question of sover-
eignty." (Weiss et al: 32) The two statements are not
necessarily contradictory. It could be that the Secretary-
General was simply describing what article 2(7) says
but also suggesting that It's out of date and needs
changing. Hints of this kind are one way in which U.N.
officials can influence the course of world opinion.
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A comment about teaching
My point in this article is a very simple one. We should

celehPar sard.eate abearr the VII. clugter,,ItPrOvt* a very
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Importaiit fOr the future"
of -U They Include:
.

Shook theUi4. hew
As an example, should the U.N. have a monopoly of
nuclear weapons?
Should the U.N. have more authority?
What parts of our independence would we be willing to
give up for the sake of the U.N.?
Should the great powers have less influence in the U.N.?
Should the veto be abolished?
Should the U.N. be remodelled to reflect the realities of
today's world, e.g. so that Germany and Japan have
stronger voices in it?
Should the U.N. represent people rather than govern-
ments, and, if so, how?

And so on and so on.
For years, I have advocated that a powerful way to teach

history is to introduce students to the primary sources. In a
sense, the Charter is one of the primary sources for the study

of the U.N. We should display it prominently in our class-
rooms (the pails quoted here, anyway), and make sure that
our students are familiar with it. It will have its due influence
inthi. rke011id ffidy *hot we ARUM 104$041t. That/W*108n
dOopte heek In 1945 had a point.

RefellInCeS
The deethrtatts en the Charter end the finnan of the

ortigraidook I nom * k riot:me.
Charier of the Untied Haltom CONOWIttaty aid Deem-
menu, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1969); and
R.B. Russell, A History of the United Nations Charter,
[Washington: The Brookings Institution, 19581. A Cana-
dian insider's account of the San Francisco Conference is
Escott Reid, On Duty: A Canadian at the Making of the
United Nations, [Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1983].
Another insider' s story is to be found in Charles Ritchie, The
Siren Years: a Canadian Diplomat Abroad 1937-1945,
[Toronto: 1974]. There are some useful reminiscences in
Clyde Sanger [ed.], Cana& ins and the United Nations,
[Ottawa: Minister of Supply Services, 1988]. A reliable
and very useful survey is John W. Holmes, The Shaping of
Peace: Canada and the Search for World Order 1953-
1957. See also T.G. Weiss, D.P. Forsythe &R.A. Coate, The
United Nations and Changing World Politics, [Boulder:
Westview Press, 1994].

Y RS OF STRUGGLE D HOPE
Human rights, peacekeeping, famine these are just some
of the tough issues tadded by the United Nations. October

24, 1145, marks the 50th anniversary of the birth of the Mi. It was formed
after %rid War II and has to keep us safe from another global watt
The United Nations: Its History and the Canadians Who Shaped It
describes the UN's history, aims and accomplishments to 10- to IS-year-olds
and introduces them to Canadians who have made a difference at the UN.

Kids will find out:
what the United Nations is and how it originated
how the United Nations fights for human rights

how Canadians are currendy involved with the United Nations
how the United Nations works to keep peace around the world

what the United Nations does to help developing countries
what the future may hold for the United Nations
and much more!

Desmond Morton is the Director of the McGill Institute for the Study
of Canada H. is the author of many books on Canadian history for both
adults and young readers.
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Manitoba Social Science Teacher's Association
Friday, October 20, 1995

t 8.49
9:00 10:00

10:00 - 10:30
10:30 - 11:45

12:00 1:30

1:30 - 3:00

3:15 - 4:00

KeynoM Speaker

Coff
A.M. Wwkshops and Sessions (A)

Lunch

P.M. Workshops and Sessions (8)
Annual General Meeting

Stevie Cameron, Keynote Spuker
"Don Pore Comps? Yon Mb boor TM author of 1994's
hatless book. "Gn the Tehettrism. Corruption @MOW in the
Mulroney Yon". Slob Casson * widely lecognised m
finest nivesiiptive tonnes of lier genstation. Proesedy I.
demand as a keysole Nooks for audiences across Coeds. her
MSSTA address sod follow-op sessions promise to be both
provocative ead mimuladas.

MS.A1141 IlasirOo/bilinis Ous Seitssi Premiss at
Malta. Clalikai's Kamm at Perlis. al hake MarketI. Maly Mettatila sal SRA
The presentation will provide opponuniiiesto monks Museum's
Interpretstive staff. exploit the Museum and actuslly participate
in activities from social studies programs. Also included will be
the topic. "How to get the moat out of a class field trip".
LEVEL: K 6
LIMIT: 30 participants

MS41114 Sedal Media Grade S. SAND 1' ears is IS Mesas.
Also Massa, Dieppe Selma
A practical approach covenng planning, evaluation. um of
resources and historical intenelauonships between pest and
present. Hand-outs provided.
LEVEL: Grade 6
LIMIT: 20 participants

MS-AII-3 Project Wildlife Branch. Gies
511116J-
Project Wilda an environmental education proems emphmising
wildhfe and fisheries. There sie over 135 activities ill the Project
WILD Activity Guide which each partitioning:laves during the
4sy.king workshop. (A Renck looses vanes la also available.)
Sponsored in Canada by the Canadien Wildlife Federation. and in
Manitoba by ihe provincial Wildlife Branch. this innovative
Forme hassedvidestomistes the medial ef my subjactelea.
issiettleg Wawa, laapage wis. geography. social satilles.
mathematics, art, and physical *decoders. Them popelar
workshops are usually led hy both a wildlife specialist and a

UNIT: 25 pimmosom

t 141.40.1 Mei* tit lit SEM Iloilo Chirrisia

An issedonies lo tine inowsionel packages designed for the
highschooleisseroom byGleollisakesslipod Wiliam 'flakier
(I) Calmed Reflections. (2) The GelliaPily ri Gomm. (3)
Learn* About Our World. Each participant will receive a
complete set ot these excellent materials published by
Imertimiones. Gamow.
LEVEL: Grades 9 12

LIMIT: 25 pertimpents

leacher, andevea those with only arose interest in fish. wildlife
anddieenvionmentwidfindthe session informstive andenjoyable
(Bring running shoes and dress casually-you may be siespnsed by
what you find yourself doing in s WILD workshop.)
LEVEL: Grades 4 - 5
LIM/T: 25 panicipants

MS-AE-4 Using Art to Tem* Social Studies in the Middle
Veen. Ass Man.
LEVEL: Grades 5 11

LIMIT: 25 participants

MSAE-S Isessreking Your School's History, Dina Ws.
Presentation of one's school experience m researching and writing
the history where they looked and what they found.
LEVEL: Gude 6
UM1T: 25 participants

AssieneGreseeinGredellifiatery.KenGelierse.
A considetatioa of die teaching of the Nuevo Greece component
in die Grade 11 History course.
LEVEL: Grade 11
UMIT: 25 puticipsms

WASS: A Wend Coolies Dokter Grids 7. Merl Bream
A woeld conflict wit for Grade 7.
LEVEL: Grade 7
UMIT: 23 participants

MS-AJ111-3 Ressureas sol Strategies ler Mier Hip $ods,
Steam Deg Nowieki and Monk Kean
LEVEL: Grades 7 - 9
LIMIT: 23 participants

MS-ABM Tolman, David Laver sod Tao Crew.
A multi-disciplinary unit imegraled to all object areas and many
learning styles. Designed to Mach racial harmony and values
clarification. Session will deal with plataling sad implementation
of unit. Unit makes encellent use of feature films asd local
resources, as well as showcasing wry, that staff from many
disciplines can cooperate in planning such events.
LEVEL: Grades 5
LIMIT: 25 participants

MII-ASII-1 Methods' Studeals I. Geography. illehard
Herbed.
A woduhop an motivating studems to Deep Learn in geography
class.
LEVEL: Grade 10
LIMIT: 23 participants

M11411114 Inireindog Menlo Weeder Yeses Deog
Taylor and Sob Miles.
LEVEL: Grades 10 12

MILASHAl Brother Can Yee Spare Ohne? Mit Vied.
Session will introduce a new «Mit entitled "Brother Can You
Spare a Dime? mewed by the Associatim for Maaitoba
Archives. authored by John atom of St. John's Ravenscourt
School. Using the theme of the Great Depression of the 1930's,
the kit acquaints students with the nature, research, and
interpretadoe of archival documests. It cousins a teacher's
guide and facsimile documents in textual, photographic, audio,
and video formats. LEVEL: Grsde 11
LIMIT: 25 psnicipsets

PAS.ASH-5 Maltelo's Aboriginal People. Rey Sesessons
A course developed by Roeder School Division. *eluding unit
objectives. lesson plans, a comprehensive teacher's glide, and
nudent handouts. If you wish to know more about the origins and
history of the Odbway. &Meaux. Anishinabe. Cele. Dene.
Dakota. and Male including the most recent archaeological mid
linguistic evidence on origins, this may be the manor for you.
LEVEL: Grades 10 - 12
LIMIT: 25 participents

MS-ASH4 fidelegy end Cleagrapbk Skills. had Heeden.
We will wonder the introduction sad the ahem:ammo of a
number of skills in geographic lemming. Technique summed
will be based on classroom coverage of a topic with the intent of
having die skills be a pan of she continuum throghout the
wmeiader of the cane. Attendees will have to bring a copy of
"Continent oiComrset" and the "Canadian Oxford School Atlas"
teh edition.

LEVEL: Grade 10
LIMfT: 25 participants

MS-AG-1 Fellow Up-Qom*. and Ammer to Keysote
Address. Stevie Cameros.
UNIT: 100 participate

MS.AG-2 City Kids sad Wisest Peels: Same Aspects of
Candies History. Dr. Ed Res.
LEVEL. General
LIMIT: 25 participants

MS.AG-3 loom of Sexuality Is the Cimeroom. Dr. Susan
Pres**
Issues of se xuality in the curriculum and the classroom.
LEVEL: General
LIMIT: 23 participants

120 - Afternoon ilwalons

09lowey Canneosity. Dare Deism&
A unit developed to help teachers to teach about modern Ojibway
communities in rural and urban Manitoba and Minnesota.
LEVEL: Gm& 4
LIMIT: 25 participants
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MILidei WORM Ihe Meemens Cerd HOWL
Tipstobelppmem mound yonder famine nabs Manitoba
Mosses dike sad *lore (crany Mee maws). This indudes
abeervatiomewiles plus pre and post visit alive, sugoationa
LEVEL: K - 6
US 111110110111101,

liasiLlikedeet 11111MleMolie wa SeenelL Glen
: irmaiejAmmaiii

1116111MIDINHIMIltegele. Ma t ediesbet
IMIIMMIL A OM *How "Theam ember

will be produced.
LEVEL: K - 6
LIMIT: 25 participants

110-1124 Ude, Orma he Sodel BMWs Lin Whim.
How drams sod dramatic concepu can be utilised in the leaching
of social studies I. elementary school.
LEVEL: Grades K - 6
LIMIT: 23 participates

MS-BE6 All the World's a Mop. Jade Miami and Fedm
Moes.
This workshop will showcase a variety of artists from the Folk
Arts Council giving excerpts of how you can bring the cultures of
our global village to your classroom.
LEVEL: K - 6
LIMIT: 25 participants

MSBE-7 Museum In a &deem. Glenda Peterson.
Using museums to teach social studies: The Dugald Costume
Museum as an example.
LEVEL: K 6
LIMIT! 25 participants

MSBES The Glail Commusity A Teaching Kit. Linda
Feeder and Gary Evans.
Bach by popular demand. the Community Duo does it again! If
yoo loved solos toOleabow last year at SAG, you will love going
to Obeli sine bener. We have developed a unit about the fishing
tourist community that MS only make you want more.
LEVEL: &Ode 1
LIMIT: 25 participants

MS-112H I Tolerance. David Loner sod Tom Crew. Repeat
of MS.A114-4.

1111142112 We MoCeeedim KM Pr emeletlem Deetelglee
Evaleellma Store Tommeem.
Thia mutat will Hamm bow the dyeamic sew resoorce "We Are
Canadians". developed by the CEB Foundation. Integration of
Multiculturalism . Newspapers in Education, and student
evaluations The package contains lOsnapshotsof Rimy. utilising
a variety of priat and non-print student resources, teaching
manna's, as well aa all 40 "Heritage Minuses".
LEVEL: °rides 6 end 9
LIMIT: 25 participants

M11112H.3 World Geography Computer Program. Tom
Derails WM be held at Somme 1111 Somme Ave.,
IL JamesAssinibole.
A computer lab program designed to ',swarm computer
technology into your World Geography program Break the
textbook/worksheet cycle and give your students a hands-on
technology experience.
LEVEL: Grade 7 OR 12
LIMIT: 24 precipitin

MS11.111-4 Canada Today 3ed Editions John Mouton.
A presentation designed to show the changes and improvements
in Wu approved Grade 9 teat.
LEVEL. Grade 9
LIMIT 25 parucipenu

M11.111,1113 Podernmece AmmenaM. Merl Mem
A imam phe designed m involve memo( sabots m decisioe-
makieg activity Wag informatics from pictwes. newmapers.
compeers. aid videos.
LEVEL: Geode 7
LOW sssasa

4116191114.91999aampluawnew.LiedailleDowall.

with die idea of sesemype especielly as it affects Aboriginal

Peoldt
LIVID.: Calk 9
9411tri M1.00111s

ast.inith CIty m 1991alpos WSW Comoriallait re
Program Andrew %row
Duposenumion will imeludeedeeniptiosofteCity ofWinnipes's
Wa. C01111118V1i0111 and Education Program currently bents
developed.
LEVEL: Geodes 7 9
LIMIT: 23 precipitins

MSBSH-1 Are* Herta. ItIckerd Horlimck.
Resources endure:este:. A hands-on workshop that will explore
alternative strategies to deal with this unit.
LEVEL: Grade 10
UMIT: 25 parricipeau

MS-BS11.2 Materials for the Social Studies Clemroom
Rupert lionswelner.
Repeat of MS-ASH-3.

MSISH3 Grade 12 World Issues-As Overview. Morray
Nagler sad Rad Home..
Session will present both a brief overview of the course as taught
at Oak Part High School and a specific presentation on two units.
Russia and Terrorism.
LEVEL: Grade 12
LIMIT: 25 participants

MS-B.SH-4 Western CivIlindonSharing Resouress Brim
McKaade.
A resource and idea-sharing session for this course. Come with
your gnat Ideas aod remotes and share to help you get through
the coming year.
LEVEL: Grade 12
LIMIT: 25 participate

MS-111HS Climate ard Illetery. Dr. Tien BM.
I. his unique way Dr. Ball will relate the vicissitudes of climate
and tbeir impacts on histoty.
LEVEL: Grades 7 12

LIMIT: 23 pmnicipmau

M111-113114 Canada and die World: An Ado Resource.
Terry Hutchens.
A deMollinti011of the uses of this atlu, highlighting its features
and bow but to me it is a variety of classroom settings.
LEVEL: Grades 7 12

LIMIT: 23 participants

991111,1111.? Toadies WNW.' kr Mind Gunplay la
Redd Stetka Pad LaPorte.
How remosice-bamed learning sloes with co-operative learning
strategies can be used in high school social studies clasies.
LEVEL: Grades 10 12

LIMIT: 25 participants

MS-11G.1 Where Doe Mosey Go? Not heartily Where
Vets Think! Stevie Cameron.
An analysis of how politicians inquire money from various end
numerous sources hat ends up in various and numerous places.
LEVEL. General
LIMIT: 25 partemants

MS-11G.3 Iseernallosal M ea and flair Rale In
toormay. De.

LEVEL:
LIMIT: 25

MS111G3 Rimmed'', Aborigine" Peeples lab Hilary
Toadies. Proloor Loma Mum
LEVEL: Gomel
UMIT: 23 perticipmes

0041041111411MOMIHRMAMW.006011001600061
AMOMNSIMONINIMIk

PUPOW.N.41.1100110q.dloodoltiu14100810.00kolgille*
hom-741Rmillimpiejle-edwo "fessi emeNter hoe bosom
*Woe "min Ma discussion wodd moss such as poverty
ItHIMMIL 1110,11100O pow* ow. Or lb dwr000. Tbe
Poloilliklyilltddlhill *MOM ol weft popes is

PHOPPOOPIH0000101/101.

WO. akcrigisco

MILIG-11 Terradm Dr. 0. P. St Mo.
Internationd Tswana is the 1990s.
LEVEL: General
UMIT: 25 participants

REGISTRATION/MEMBERSHIP
INFORMATION

Confirmations will NOT be mailed out.
Receipts, session confirmations, will be
included in your conference package to be
picked up at the registration desk.

ARISTA Membership Fees*

General $14.00

Student $10.00

'Please note Membership fees ere in
addition to the Conference Fee.

Full-Day Conference F41141 Members

General

Students

Full-Day Conference Fee
Non-members

General

Nall-Day Conference Fee
All Registrants

Late Registration
Registrations postmarked
after October 4, 1995
will be assessed

$22.00

Free

$35.00

$18.00

$10.00

Please complete the registration form and
return with cheque, money order or use your
Mastercard. Make cheques or money orders
payable to:

MSSTA '95
599 Wallace Avenue
Winnipeg MS R2E 0131

If you are using your Mastercard, fax in the
pertinent information to 881.4732.

Ityplehallon latoomaden

H. Mad
Telephone: 41114420
(between SAO and SAO p.m.)
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REGISTRATION FORM
SPECIAL AREA GROUP CONFERENCES

Please print clearly and fill out form completely.

Rik Maine:

a** ANA
CityfrOwit:

Telephone: School/Business. Home. FAX/MINET.

Employer/School Div. No.. Position-

Grade Level(s) Taught:

Postal Code:

School:

MEMBERSHIP FEE (1995-96) (Check one):

0 New GI Renewal

Membership type (Cheek one):
FuWresular 0 Student 0 Associate 0 Other

..L..

1 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FEE (Check we):

i 0 Half-day 0 Full-day 0 Other
Registration type (Cheek one):
laMember 0 Student (3 Non-member c3 Other

TE REGISTRATION FEE (After October IC 1995) $
-, 1TIONAL CHARGES (If not included in conference fee) $

$

blitITAL

Are you a member of The Manitoba Teachers' Society?
YES
NO

SESSION CHOICES
Enter the session code for your choices. Use a separate Registration Form for each SAG group.

Date Time First Choice Second Choice Third Choice



10 Reasons for attending SAG
lt c.8tBTMethathn.kt
You don't have to do lunchroom duty

;

Whet u villtlAmolawr

7. You get to learn more about Brian Mulroney

6. At least it's not a Filmon day

5. You can celebrate Manitoba's 125th

4. You become a MSSTA member

3. You meet colleagues from around the province

2. There's a good mix of sessions

1. You get to hear award-winning journalist and political
reporter Stevie Cameron

,

&A.G. Conference
Friday, October 20, 1995
Be sure to register for the conference.
program features a good balance of sessions:
early, middle and senior years, and general
interest. Our keynote speaker is Stevie
Cameron, award-winning journalist and
author of the best-selling On The Take. Crime,
Corruption and Greed in the Mulroney Years
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